
What is Gajuku?
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Multiple IntelligencesArt and Human Brain

Spatial Intelligence (Picture Smart)
 
The theory of multiple intelligences was developed in 1983 
by Dr. Howard Gardner. In his theory of Multiple Intelligenes, 
he broadened the scope of human potential beyond the 
confines of the IQ score. He proposed the existence of at 
least eight basic intelligences and the Intelligences usually 
work together in complex ways.
He also suggests that virtually everyone has the capacity to 
develop all eight intelligences to a reasonably high level of 
performance if given the appropriate encouragement, 
enrichment, and instruction.

Spatial intelligence or picture smart is the ability to perceive 
the visual-spatial world accurately and to perform 
transformations upon those perceptions (e.g., as an artist, 
interior decorator,architect, or inventor). 
Children can develop picture smart by practicing artistic 
activities such as drawing and painting.

Right Brain
 
The brain is formed by 2 cerebral hemispheres, left and right. 
The right brain controls human behavior related to intuition, 
creativity, imagination, rhythm, music and art.   
For right-brain persons, they are good at art skills and creativity.
The left brain controls human behavior related to rational thinking, 
analyzing, reasoning, language, science and mathematics. 
For left-brain persons, they are good in logical and critical thinking, 
organizing things and calculation.

Neuroscientist has discovered that the factor that makes 
humans intelligent is that brain cells, in both sides of the brain, can 
connect to each other as neural circuits. The more these cells connect 
together and are well organized will increase the efficiency of the 
brain. For example, children may use their right brain to think 
and create a new work of art. But before coming up with the new 
idea, they have to use their left brain to collect and analyze the data.

In general, most people use the left brain more than the right brain. 
If children spend more time doing artistic activities, it will stimulate 
their right brain to work and develop together with the left brain. 
Therefore, they can use their brain more effective.

Word  Smart Number Smart Picture  Smart Body Smart

Music  Smart People Smart Self  Smart Nature Smart
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Learning Concept

Gajuku 
“Happy in the world of art” 

At Gajuku, children will be happy in the world of art. 
They have opportunities to explore their creativity.
Practice artistic skills makes them proud of their 
works and themselves. 

Gajuku Way of Teaching:

Gajuku courses are based on 7 elements of art.

1. Line: It is a dot that takes a walk. 

2. Shape: When a line crosses over itself it creates a shape.

3. Form: Objects that have three dimensions (3D)

4. Value: The lightness or darkness of an object. 
      The degree of lightness or darkness.

5. Color: Color adds interest and mood to a work of art. 

6. Texture: Anything from rough to smooth or in between.

7. Space: It deals with the illusion of depth on a flat surface. 

7 Elements of Art

Communication
Can explain 

idea and thinking.

Creativity
Foster creativity.

Skill
Keep practing
until mastery.
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Expected Results:

1. Children can express themselves through a work of art.
2. Children can extend the duration of concentration.
3. Children are able to think and work on their own.
4. ChiIdren improve their art skills.

Crouse characteristic:

1. Have a fun atmosphere. 
2. Children can transfer their creativity into artworks.
3. Start at basic skill and move on slowly until reaching 
   the high level of art skill.
4. Encourage children to explain the idea of their works.
5. Workbooks include tips and techniques

Principles of Art The Program

Gajuku courses teach children to organize 
the basic elements based on 8 principles.

1. Rhythm: It indicates movement.
2. Balance: It adds a feeling of equilibrium or stability. 
3. Emphasis: A way of combining elements to stress 
                the differences between the elements. 
4. Proportion: It refers to the relationship of certain 
                 elements to the whole and to each other. 
5. Gradation: It combines elements by using a series
                of gradual changes in the elements. 
6. Harmony: A way of combining similar elements in
               an artwork to accent their similarities.
7. Variety: this priciple is achieved by using different 
             shapes, sizes and colors.
8. Movement: It creates the look and feeling of action.
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Contents

Level 1/06: Amazing Zoo Level 1/08: My Family
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Level 2/03: Jurassic World Level 2/06: My Town
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Level 3/06: Flower garden


